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Easter Assembly
We really enjoyed the Easter Assembly and we were excited to see our brothers Magnus, Stewart
and Fergus in P6B perform the Skye boat song with their class. It was nice to see Mr Friend speak
to the whole school at the same time. By Sebastian, Bobby and Freddie P3B
Many thanks to Mr Weaver for inviting us to the Church and well done to all the children who
presented or read.
Red Nose Day
The wonderful news is that Towerbank collected £708.07 last Friday. Well done to everyone. We
have sent the money off to Comic Relief.

Towerbank Staff Marathon Team
Towerbank staff have put together a team to run the Marathon on 28th May.
Mr Friend, Ms Gow, Mrs Chad and Ms Wilson will all be running to raise money for 2 good causes.
We want to raise money for a charity called Winston’s Wish. This charity supports bereaved
children.
We also hope to raise money to help fund the new football and basketball goals for the
playground.
If you would like to contribute there are two justgiving pages. If you are able to donate anything to
either page we would be delighted. Many thanks.

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/TowerbankPrimary
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/Towerbankgoals

Nursery News
The parents have been extremely busy
developing the nursery garden. The Parent
Action Group have created a beautiful
willow arch donated by Annabels’s mum.
They have also constructed a mud kitchen,
tidied up the vegetable patch and made a
path of paving stones, painted the reading
house and tidied up the shrubbery to name
a few things! A huge thank you to all our
helpers who worked tirelessly through the
extreme weather conditions.

I went to a Karate Competition at Meadowbank on
Sunday with my Dad. I came 1st place in fighting
and I won a trophy with my name on it and a gold
medal. I also did kick master and I came 5th place
and I won a bronze medal. I feel amazing! By
Chloe P3B

Crime Scene
Primary 1C were very shocked
to find that their classroom was
a crime scene when they came
in on Tuesday morning! We had
to look closely for clues to tell us
what had happened there. We
noticed big footprints, a pile of
straw, a pile of sticks and a
house made of bricks all
cordoned off by police tape.
We decided that it would be a
good idea to write a letter to Mr
Friend to tell him all about what
we found and who we thought
the culprit might be. Can you
look closely and solve the
mystery?
P6B reward
P6B went to Rosefield Park as a
reward for writing so many
compliments about each other
over the last few months. It was
an extremely fun time! We did
competitions, which were all
very close and then played
kickball. To finish it off some of
us went to the basketball court
and scored tons of hoops, some
sat on the grass talking and
others played tig. Just before we
left our teacher gave us all
popcorn and juice as a treat - it
was delicious! By Stewart P6B

Winner
I was so happy when I found out
I had won the Peace Logo
Competition for P3. I liked the
idea of hands looking after the
world. By Alexandra

The children from P7C
were very impressed with
Rory’s choice of activity
for his creative curricular
home learning. He has
been perfecting his
drawing skills,
particularly portraits and
brought in an example,
along with a scene from
his dad’s house while
they watched the Six
Nations rugby.

Last weekend Ellie in P2c joined her Mum for a working
weekend based at Crieff hydro. The educational event
was organised by SNAC who are a charity supporting
children with juvenile arthritis. Ellie and her friend
"skellybob" helped Ellie's Mum with workshops teaching
the children all about arthritis and how best to manage
their condition.
After some hard work the children got to join in with loads
of different activities including horse riding, swimming and
laser quest. Ellie enjoyed trampolining the most and
winning two prizes in the SNAC charity raffle.

Well done to all the swimmers and
divers who took part in the Gala this
week at the Commonwealth Pool.
Everyone did really well. The school
won 4 medals in total.

National Library
This Wednesday, P5C went to the National
Library of Edinburgh which is the biggest in
Scotland (and one of the biggest in Europe) and
has 15 floors. It contains roughly 24 million
books, any book that has been published in the
UK can be found here.
The library has around 2 million different maps in
it. We learned about different types of maps
including road, street, underground, sea,
landscape and bus maps. We learned that maps
don’t just show you where to go but they show
you what things were like in the olden days, and
some of them show you things that actually never
existed like a circle of houses on George Street
that never ended up getting built. We also learned
that the names of places can change over time
depending on when and where they’re made.
We looked at maps of Portobello dating back to 1828 and these showed us that Portobello used to
have things that aren’t around anymore including the pier, an outdoor swimming pool, hot baths,
soap factory and a tiles and brick factory. We learned that Bath Street is named this because this
is where the hot baths were before they were replaced by the Beach House. We were surprised to
learn that Towerbank used to be a semi-detached house before it became a school.
At the end of the workshop we got to make our own imaginary maps of Portobello, adding
whatever we wanted!

Home learning Models
For our homework we were
to make a model of
somewhere we had been
recently. I went to see
Concorde and it flew really
really fast. I went to
Brabohag the painting shop
and I made a model of my
new tree house that is in my
garden.
By Emma, Anna and Ella

Josh Manson
This week, Primary Three had a visit
from Josh Manson, a Scottish and
British wheelchair basketball player. We
got to ask him lots of questions and we
learned that he has a form of cerebral
palsy, which is similar to Logan in our
class. He really enjoys playing
basketball and he told us he is very
competitive. We also learned that
everyone is unique with their own
strengths and weaknesses and the
more practise, hard work and effort we
put into something, the better we'll
become. By Beth, Zoe, Joseph and
Logan P3B

Edinburgh Competition Festival 2017
During the last few weeks many P6 pupils have been
taking part in a music festival. Here are some of our
experiences.
Ella – I was playing piano in Stockbridge. I cycled there
which was 5 ½ miles there and back. I played a piece
called Mexican Mix-up. Once everyone had played,
they went over our feedback. I needed to keep it flowing
and keep up the pace. I also got a G (for good). The
experience was great but nerve-racking!
Adam B – I was playing piano in St Mark’s Church.
When I was there I noticed that most of the people
playing were Grade 3 and 4 but I was only Grade 1! Luckily I still played and got joint 5 th out of 10.
Robert – I was playing guitar at St Cuthbert’s at the end of Princes Street. I played the traditional
piece Go Tell It On The Mountain but made a few mistakes and only got a G. Still, I enjoyed the
experience.
Oliver – I was playing at the same time and place as Robert. My piece was called Blue Monday. I
was very glad I got an E (for Excellent). I enjoyed it so much!
Robert and Oliver (Ensemble) – As well as solos, we played together with Oscar Bailie in P6B.
Our piece was The Pirates of the Caribbean Theme and we got an E. We thought we played our
best! All of us would like to congratulate anyone else who played at the Festival!
Ella, Adam B, Robert and Oliver P6

NYCOS
Over the last ten weeks, Primary Three have been singing, clapping and learning about music with
Mrs Cross. Some of our favourites songs include Hello Everyone, Coca Cola, John Can-a-Can-aCa, The Banana Song, Oliver Twist, Bubble Gum, Mrs White, Hi-Low, The Pie Song and Goodbye
Everyone. We enjoyed it so much! We decided to make a card for Mrs Cross and give her flowers
and an Easter Egg on her last day to say thank you to her for all her hard work!
Keep an eye out for NYCoS leaflets coming soon (probably early next term) in case any children
from Primary Three are interested in auditioning for their choir.
http://www.nycos.co.uk/

Reminder – cycling in the playground.
Can all children and families please remember that, in the interests of avoiding injuries, no cycling
is allowed in the playground before or after school. Thank you for your cooperation.
SAVE THE DATE: The Towerbank Spring Fair will be held on Saturday May 13th between
2pm - 5pm at the school.
We are really excited about this year's Spring Fair. Children from P5, P6, P7 have been invited to
set up their own business for the afternoon. We can pay £5 to the TB Spring Fair fund and in
return we can lay out a blanket in the playground and sell our unwanted toys, books, games,
homemade stuff. We are really excited about this. We plan to get together with some of our friends
and maybe ask our P1 buddies for donations. We'll sort through our stuff beforehand and bring it
along to school on the afternoon. Whatever money we make we can keep.

Easter Holiday
I hope everyone has a very safe and enjoyable Easter Holiday.
School starts again for everyone on Tuesday 18 th April.

